
NAVIGATING YOUR

SEED ORDER

W W W . T E A C H M E T O G R O W . C O M

A Home Gardeners Blueprint to Ordering Seeds 



Access more crop varieties

Be able to order the supplies you will need for a successful garden along with your seeds

Get better pricing for things you plant in bulk like lettuce and other greens

Catalogs are free and make shopping for and organizing your garden plans so easy

Employs beneficial agricultural practices

Located in Vermont

Why Order Seeds Direct from the Seed

Distributor?

Save money

Access to important cultural information about each crop

Order everything at once instead of having to make multiple nursery visits

Buy from a company you truly trust and resonate with

Our Favorite online seed vendors: 

High Mowing Organic Seed Company

Committed to 100% organic, NON-GMO Verified seeds

Excellent customer service

www.highmowingseeds.com

Baker Creek Heirloom Seeds 

www.rareseeds.com

Carries one of the largest selections of

heirloom seeds

Preserves and promotes agricultural and

culinary heritage

Wide variety of unique and interesting

rare seeds as well as more popular

varieties

Smaller package quantities. Excellent

choice for home gardeners looking to

expand their palate and experience rare

and unique heirloom varieties

Located in Missouri

www.teachmetogrow.com

Johnnys Selected Seed 

Company 

www.johnnyseeds.com

Employee-Owned company

Proven varieties you can trust will 

germinate and perform well

Very high-quality seed standards

Wide selection of seeds ranging from

conventional to organic & open pollinated

Denotes varieties that are good for cut

gardens, pollinators, easy choice, cold

and heat tolerance etc with symbols

Located in Maine

http://www.highmowingseeds.com/
http://www.rareseeds.com/


www.teachmetogrow.com

The garden

suggests there

might be a place

where we can meet

nature halfway.

THE EASY ORDERING PROCESS

1 Request your free seed catalogs by visiting the websites

sited above 

Feel free to branch out from the 3 recommended, but these are a great place

to start!

1
Dream Phase! When your catalogs arrive, dive in,

dog-ear, underline and circle varieties that look

interesting to you! 

Immerse yourself in the catalog, reading bits of cultural information and

the many variety descriptions these catalogs include!

2

3
Ground in Reality: Create a list of what veg you

realistically like to eat (separate from the catalogs).

This is the 1st draft of your seed order that will inform your entire garden

planting process!

4
Distinguish quantities & variety decisions. This

step may take a few sittings.. you do not need to go

through every crop all at once! 

Revisit the catalogs, this time with your list at hand.

Now, you are really looking at the fine details of the crop description with

an eye of practicality. You are also making a logical assessment of how

many seeds you'll want to buy for each crop you decide on. In this step,

you'll be circling the actual quantity underneath the variety description.



Look at the cultural information (example below on right) for that crop, does this

seem like a growing process I can handle and want to take on?

Will I be directly sowing these seeds into the garden? Or starting seeds inside for

this crop?

Request our Direct Sow vs Transplant guide at www.teachmetogrow.com/howtoplant 

How long is the days to maturity (DTM) on this crop? For crops with DTM under

70 days, (like lettuce, spinach, and carrots), you can get multiple successions

planted throughout the season... this means you will want a larger quantity of seed

for that crop!

How big is my growing space? Can I really afford the space to grow everything I circled!?

Perhaps I can take a moment to sketch out a rough garden layout to prioritize what I

want to grow most.

Do I have known issues with pests or diseases in my garden that affect this crop

(powdery mildew, blight, wilt virus)? If so, perhaps I can opt for a variety that has some

natural resistance built in by following the resistance codes next to each variety.

Follow these questions to help you in your
final variety and quantity selection:

 
Does this description really sound like something I want to grow and eat?

How many plants of this crop do I realistically want to grow (e.g. Do I really want 14

pepper and tomato varieties?)

(If you do not plan on starting seeds inside, you do not need to

purchase seeds for crops that require transplanting (like tomato,

pepper and eggplant). 

www.teachmetogrow.com
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This is the last once over through your seed catalogs! Now you will quickly

be going through your catalogs page by page to compile the SKU or variety

name and circled quantity into a list. By creating this list (just in a notebook

is fine), you now have all the information you need to quickly create the

order on the seed distributors website! Use the search bar on the website to

quickly locate each variety, working down your list, add your desired

quantity of each variety to your cart. 

For quantity: What do the planting instructions in the cultural info section tell me

about how to plant this crop? Will I be scattering tens of seeds per foot in a row or

patch (greens, root crops)? Or, will I be planting 2 or 3 seeds every one to three feet

(melons, squash)? This helps me know if I will need hundreds of seeds for that crop

(greens, root crops), or just a packet or two (melons, squash)!

For quantity, if I love planting this seed again and again, perhaps I can purchase a bit

more in bulk to store for use next year! (Only plan ahead for up to 3 years as seeds

lose their viability over time when stored).

Take a look at the price point when comparing varieties... some varieties are much

pricier than others, and you can decide if that special variety at a higher price point

is worth it to you or if you would rather go with a less expensive variety.

Don’t forget to add a few flower varieties to your order! These attract pollinators to

increase your yields as well as encourage a biodiverse garden ecosystem, inviting

beneficial and predator insects in!

Finalizing Your Seed Order. 

Create an account on the seed distributor’s website so your cart is saved in case

you get distracted or lose internet connection.

Don’t forget to add in any supplies from the back of the catalog that you may

need for your growing season! Like labels, pruners, row cover, hoops, weeding

tools and more!
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Yeehaw! Your seed order is in and

you can expect your seeds to arrive

at your doorstep shortly!

This feels like Christmas!

Don’t forget to store your seeds in a cool, dry place. Keeping your seed packets DRY

and cool is imperative. If seeds get wet or exposed to too much heat while in their

packets, it triggers them to start the germination process. If this moisture or heat was

unintentional, (like getting the seed packet wet then putting it back into storage), the

seed will then dry out and die.

www.teachmetogrow.com


